
The Yun Family’s Ninth Child is an Imp! Chapter 931 

Yun Chujiu started to refine the Universal Essense Cleansing Pill according to the manual. Di Beiming, An 

Feng, and An Yin were all worried for her. Although the Universal Essense Cleansing Pill did not specify 

what grade it was, it used the Primordial fruit, which meant it was probably at least grade 12 and above. 

 

Yun Chujiu was only at the eighth level of the Spirit Emperor Realm. That meant her skills were not 

enough to refine something at grade 12. She only hoped that her lightning spiritual power and the tool 

spirit of the Heaven and Earth Universal furnace could make up for it. 

 

Yun Chujiu was not very confident. However, she was bold enough to still try. In addition, there were 

five Primordial fruits in the storage ring, so she had a chance to start over. She would not let go of the 

chance to refine it. 

 

With the first batch, Yun Chujiu did not dare to change anything. She strictly followed the process 

described in the pill formula. An hour later, Yun Chujiu was done. 

 

Everyone’s hearts sank. There was no fragrance spreading out. It was probably a failure. 

 

Yun Chujiu gritted her teeth and opened the lid of the Heaven and Earth Universal furnace. Six pills were 

lay inside. There were no patterns on the pills, and no one could tell what grade they were. Yun Chujiu 

took out one, chewed it, and swallowed it. 

 

An Feng cursed in his heart. In this world, only Miss Jiu dared to stuff anything into her mouth. Anyway, 

she could not be poisoned to death. He just did not know if this pill was considered a success? 

 

After Yun Chujiu finished eating, she did not feel any side effects. Instead, she felt much better. It was 

fine as long as there were no side effects. 

 

Yun Chujiu put away the remaining five pills and continued to refine the second batch. 



 

When the second batch was refined, Yun Chujiu was not as conservative. Following the increase and 

decrease of the tool spirit’s mood in her divine sense, she increased and decreased the medicinal herbs. 

 

After nearly an hour, the small courtyard was filled with a medicinal fragrance. An Feng took a few deep 

breaths. Just the smell of this fragrance was enough to make people excited. It was indescribably 

comfortable. This time, it was a success. The Ninth Miss was a god! If there was an extra pill, he would 

also try to get one. Although he was over the age limit, he was still a pure young man. Perhaps it would 

still have an effect even if he ate it. 

 

After Yun Chujiu opened the Heaven and Earth Universal furnace, an even stronger medicinal fragrance 

spread out. Everyone looked inside and saw ten pills with golden patterns lying at the bottom of the 

furnace. Those were the coveted heaven-grade Universal Essense Cleansing Pills. 

 

Yun Chujiu smiled so happily that her eyelashes bloomed, ‘One pill was enough for one person and now I 

have ten! It was better for me to keep the remaining three Primordial fruits. Perhaps I would need them 

in the future.’ 

 

Just when Yun Chujiu was happy, she saw a dark cloud floating in the sky. It must be the heavens coming 

to check out the source of the medicinal fragrance. Yun Chujiu was afraid that it would destroy her yard, 

so she ran to the back of the mountain in a hurry. 

 

She ran to the back of the mountain and looked up. She grinned. The Wu Yun who came this time was 

an old acquaintance. It was the dark cloud that helped her to destroy the fake league master of the 

League of Assassins. 

 

“Little Wu Yun, long time no see!” Yun Chujiu stretched out her hands and greeted the Wu Yun. 

 

An Feng noticed that the piece of Wu Yun had turned light pink. It was actually blushing! 

 

Damn! 



 

Why are you blushing?! 

 

Miss Jiu, that’s enough. You even flirt with clouds! 

 

“Little Wu Yun, you’re here to strike me with lightning, right? Come on, just do it. I can replenish some 

of my spiritual power.” Yun Chujiu took out a handkerchief to wrap her hair and said with a smile. 

 

When the Wu Yun in the sky heard Yun Chujiu’s words, they struck Yun Chujiu for a while. Those 

heavenly lightning bolts felt like raindrops to Yun Chujiu. Did she grow too powerful? 

 


